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La Grammaire progressive du franÃ§ais est une grammaire d'apprentissage destinÃ©e aux

Ã©tudiants de niveau intermÃ©diaire.. PÃ©dagogique, elle offre sur la page de gauche un cours de

grammaire, sur la page de droite des exercices d'application et des activitÃ©s de communication.Â·

Progressive, elle suit la progression classique des mÃ©thodes de franÃ§ais.Les corrigÃ©s sont

fournis dans un livret sÃ©parÃ© (ISBN 209-033849-0).Cette nouvelle Ã©dition s'est enrichie de

remarques et suggestions proposÃ©es par de nombreux utilisateurs. Elle prÃ©sente

aujourd'hui:des pages de cours complÃ©tÃ©es de remarques utiles,des exercices transformÃ©s

dans une perspective communicative,des chapitres augmentÃ©s (l'article, les indÃ©finis, le pronom

"en", les verbes, l'interrogation) ou remaniÃ©s (les relatifs, le gÃ©rondif, les relations logiques),et

un test d'Ã©valuation gÃ©nÃ©ral.Utiles complÃ©ments Ã  ce livre, les Exercices communicatifs

(ISBN 209-033860-7) permettent d'amÃ©liorer la production orale et Ã©crite. GrÃ¢ce Ã  de

nombreuses illustrations, ils approfondissent, de maniÃ¨re simple et crÃ©ative, les points de

grammaire abordÃ©s dans la Grammaire progressive du franÃ§ais - niveau intermÃ©diaire.
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I should have reviewed this book years ago, but never have. At least I don't think I have. Anyway, I

first bought this book a decade or so ago (OK, I know that was probably before it was first

published; so, I exaggerate). My first copy became so disgusting I re-bought it. Then, I lost the

answer book. So, I re-bought that. Then I found the original answer book. Then one of the puppies



ate the new copy. But not so badly I've had to replace it.Anyway, onto the review. This grammar

book is about my favorite. The presentations are clear and concise. The exercises are excellent.

Undue complexity is left out (Again OK, if you like undue complexity, you should still buy this book to

get the grammar without undue complexity and then another grammar book to add it in). Most of my

French teachers have plagiarized from it at least several times, mainly for the exercises. (Yep, I've

had more French teachers than most people but they do tend to have nervous breakdowns after

trying to listen to my French pronunciation with a straight face after a few months or they pay me a

lump refund if I promise to never speak French near them again).But really the book is excellent.

Possibly one of the two or three best grammar books.The negative: Well, it is written completely in

French so if you can't decipher basic French you should avoid this book. Just study hard so you can

be worthy of it. LOLOh, yes. The other negative. It is hellish expensive. Take that from one who has

bought it more than once. And the book with the answers to the exercises is sold separately. Which,

incidentally, I think is a good thing as you can check your exercises without having to continuously

flip to the back of the same book which is tedious.The last negative. Dogs seem to like it to chew on.

But, if you're like me, if it makes your pups happy, you're happy to buy it.

This book is very appropriate for my level of French (I took no French in high school or college and I

began learning French in 2008 at the College for Seniors in Asheville). In October 2015, I took a

1-week French immersion class in the Basque region of France, and this is the exercise book that

my French teacher used. Everything is in French -- all instructions and exercises -- and everything is

easy to understand. My husband, who is an advanced French student, said he wished that he had

had this book when he was in his immersion class there, too. We plan on sharing "MY" book! Great

review and explanations for: verbs (including the dreaded subjonctif), adjectives, adverbs,

pronouns, direct and indirect objects, time (depuis, pour, pendant, en), and MORE! I'm very glad

that I was able to locate this book online!!

I am studying the language and have found this guide to be a good way to practice French

grammar. The sections are well laid out for easy reference and include repetitive exercises. I find

the repetition to be good as French grammar is fairly alien to me, and the repetition helps to

reinforce what I am learning. Only gave it four stars because I have not gotten through the whole

book yet and cannot say for sure that it is the best tool for its purpose. So far, though, seems to be

very good. One important note - does not contain the answers. You need to get the answer key

book for this (Grammaire Progressive Du Francais Corriges (Answer Key)), available also on .Also



note, there is an English version of this book available. You may want to consider it as the French

one is a bit harder to understand if you are just learning the language. It's really a matter of

preference. PrÃ©fÃ©rez-vous?

It is a very useful reference book, It servers as an overview for those who have taken French before

and need a reminder on certain things, like asking questions, conjugating common verbs and etc.

I was introduced to this series of book when I was in France some years ago. I now require it as a

text in one of my French major / minor university courses. I highly suggest it to anyone who is in

thinking of becoming a French minor or major to help you as you take courses or as a refresher

during the summer months. It is filled with grammar explanations in easy-to-read. It is an authentic

French publication, all in French, designed for adult learners of French. NOTE: Make sure you buy

the corrections manual also!

VERY GOOD FOR MY STUDENTS ... GOOD PRESENTATION OF THE BASIC FRENCH

GRAMMAR AND WITH EASY EXAMPLES TO MAKE MY STUDENTS UNDERSTAND PRETTY

EASILY. I LIKE THE DIVERSITY OF THE EXERCISES FOR MY STUDENTS. VERY GOOD BOOK

AND VERY EASY FOR LEARNING GRADUALLY FRENCH. THANK YOU .... DBA

All types of materials are important for variation in learning a language.This book compiles

exercises that are seemingly easy but watch out! You need an additional book that has the answers

that my friend bought. I study with 2 other friends. We do the exercises on our own, then get

together to read them and correct them. I would recommend this book in conjunction with

conversation, writing and reading additional material in french.

This is an excellent supplement if you are taking a beginning or intermediate level French class.

However, it is best to buy the answer key as well. I purchased a used edition, at a much lower cost,

that had some answers filled in.
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